Marking and Feedback Policy
Aim of the Trust
One community. Many ideas. Everyone’s future.
We aim to provide an exceptional education for every child in the Trust through an ethos of collaboration and high
aspirations and through the principles of quality learning using curiosity, exploration and discovery.
Guiding principles
Feedback is an integral part of assessment. At Parlaunt Park, we aim to provide a marking system that is consistent
and continuous across each phase within our school. Research has proved that oral feedback is more effective than
distance marking and therefore, whenever possible, staff should aim to give verbal feedback so pupils may act upon
immediately. Written feedback, however, does have its place and the following statements are intended to provide
guidance for the implementation of both strategies. It should be noted that the purpose of giving any type of
feedback is to move the learning on by identifying the child’s successes and areas for improvement.
We aim to mark positively, to enhance self-esteem and enable pupils to improve their work and make progress
through clarifying expectations and next steps.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Through marking and Feedback we aim to
Inform children of their strengths
Give children recognition and appropriate praise for the success of their work
Show children that we value their efforts by comments (verbal or written) or displaying work in the classroom
Informs children of their next steps
Ensure Teachers can make strategic decisions about the next steps that children need to make
Give children clear strategies on how to improve their work
Provide an opportunity to have an individual dialogue with every child
Inform planning
Allow Teachers to judge their own effectiveness as practitioners
Ensure marking and feedback is a core component of Assessment for Learning

This policy aims to underline the fundamental principles set out in the criteria for the curriculum at our school. To be
effective, this policy does not stand alone; it must be embedded into our classroom practice and be read in conjunction
with:
• EYFS Policy
• Behaviour Policy
• Assessment & Statutory Assessment Policy
• Curriculum Policy
• Homework Policy
• Safeguarding Policy
• Teaching and Learning Policy
Marking Procedures
• Marking will be carried out in purple pen
• All work is to be marked using a strategy outlined in this policy - eg: acknowledgement marking – ticks – minor
corrections – verbal feedback – in depth marking
• Teachers writing should be neat and legible and follow the school’s handwriting outcomes (appendix 3)
• Highlighting of success criteria and learning objectives will be done daily (Pink – not achieved or Green achieved) in relation to the child’s attainment
• Written in depth responses will be given once a week for Maths, English and Science

•
•

•
•

Symbols for KS1 & KS2 to be used to support meaning of marking and mistakes see appendix 3
Work in books needs to be identified whether it was completed independently (I), guided work with a teacher
(T) or LSA, Verbal -roleplay, speech, hot-seating (V) or through group work- carrying on a scene, working in pairs
or small groups with their peers (GW)
Feedback must be constructive, clear and help the child’s specific progression.
A star and a target used when giving in depth marking

Maths
• Pink and green highlighting of correct/wrong answers, LO and success criteria daily
• Common misconceptions to be addressed – throughout the class or individual pieces of work
• Next step comment linked to reasoning or challenge once a week
• Pre and post assessments – to demonstrate progress
English
• Highlighting of LO and Success Criteria per piece of work
• Correction of no more than 5 spellings and a grammar focussed response once a week
• Next Step comment once a week
• Independent Writing Books – Green Highlighting of success criteria and date recorded on the success criteria grid
Responding to Marking
• Children will spend the first five minutes of each lesson reading and responding to the teachers’ comments
(reflection time). During this time, the class teacher and LSA will work with identified children to ensure they
have understood the comment that has been written
• During mini-plenaries and at the end of the lesson, children will be given time to reflect on their work ensuring
they have worked towards the success criteria. Children will be encouraged to evaluate their learning against the
success criteria.
Presentation of Work
Children must be encouraged to present their work to a high standard in all lessons. Children in KS1 write in pencil
and when they move to KS2 and when their teacher believes they have developed a neat style, they may write in
blue pen, most children should be writing in pen by the time they are in year 4.
All children will have the date, learning objective and success criteria stuck in all books neatly (see appendix 1 for
grid templates). Any other titles/subheadings in their books must be underlined neatly with a pencil and a ruler. Any
mistakes in their books must be crossed out using a pencil and ruler - not scribbled over or rubbed out.
KS2 maths books must contain a margin two squares wide. Children should write one number in one square.
Children need to lay out their work in an orderly way to show clear working out. Rubbers must not be used unless for
display reasons and tables or diagrams - any mistakes need to be crossed out with a ruler and a pencil. The margin
can be used to number the children’s work.
Worksheets should rarely be used, however if on occasions the purpose is appropriate then all sheets should be
trimmed down to fit in the books. Worksheets must not over hang on the page or stick out. There should be no
marks on the cover of the books or scribbling on any of the pages inside the books. Children should be encouraged
to take great pride in their books and adhere to the handwriting policy in all pieces of writing.
When starting work the following day after children have completed reflection time, children must leave two lines
under the previous piece of work and rule off.
The long date must be used for every subject apart from mathematics. Maths date format, use a slash instead of a
dot, use 16 rather than 2016 eg, 01/09/16
Rubbers should only be used in art or for diagrams and tables etc. Rubbers are not to be used in pieces of writing.
Rubbers should only be given out by adults in appropriate lessons.
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No felt tips to be used in exercise books.
The Non Negotiables of Marking
Type of Marking
What it looks like
Acknowledgement Teachers will acknowledge such work through the use of ticks, simple marks (10/10) or
– Daily
corrections and /or brief attainment/effort based comments. This style of marking means
work has been checked for completion and correctness-simple checking and where
necessary correcting mistakes

Quality teacher
marking/written
feedback – Once a
week

For hot tasks, feedback will be at the bottom of the page after the children’s work. The
children’s work will not be marked/written on to recognise a high level of presentation in
their books.
Pink highlighting will be used for development points in relation to the learning objective.
Green highlighting will be used for achievements.
Higher order key questions will be used to
Consolidate learning
Advance learning – use of describe, analyse, explain (Blooms Taxonomy see appendix 2) e.g
Describe how the character is feeling. Explain how you found the answer.
Children will be expected to receive regular feedback during their improvement pieces
through the use of pink/green marking and next step questions. These next steps must be
clear, challenging and help improve the work/clear up misconceptions/reinforce the learning
objective. Questions that require a ‘yes’, ‘no’, or ‘ok’ response should not be asked.
Examples:
• Use imperatives to give direct and specific action points. E.g., Describe…… Calculate…….
Check…….. Find…….Change……
• Reminder Prompt – reiterate the learning intention, more suitable for the more able. Eg,
Describe the character in more detail using….
• Scaffold Prompt – focus the pupil’s attention. E.g. Statement – Describe something that
happened which showed you they were a good friend or Describe how this person is ‘a
good friend’?
• Unfinished sentence – She showed me she was a good friend when…… (finish this
sentence)
• Example Prompt – model a possible improvement then asks the pupil for an idea of their
own.
• Steps prompt – outlines steps to take for improvements
• Challenge or question prompt – pose a challenge to extend learning
• Marking may be carried out by: The class teacher alone, the class teacher and the child,
the child alone (self-assessment), Other children (peer assessment in Key Stage 2 and
only when the class teacher has modelled the process and feels the child can complete
the assessment effectively), supply teachers

Quality response
to marking by
pupils
Self-assessment

Teachers are expected to acknowledge pupils’ responses during reflection time.
Reflection Time
Pupils will use the 5 minutes at the start of each lesson to respond to the marking and key
questions it contains. This will be carried out in green pen.
Teachers must model this with pupils and pupils will carry this out using green pen.
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Peer assessment

Verbal feedback

Spellings

Presentation

Key Stage 2 only. Teachers must model this with pupils and pupils will carry this out using
black pen. A range of styles & methods can be used but they must be supported and directed
by the teacher until the students have a grasp of how to conduct them accurately. i.e peer
review may be best directed by the gallery method (children looking at a range of
books/work of their peers) and responding using only post it notes first, then the teacher can
identify purposeful responses by the children and scaffold best methods. The peers will fill in
the grid using a 2 starts and one wish feedback. All feedback must be related to the
children’s targets.
See Assessment for Learning PPT for support.
There should be opportunities for effective verbal feedback. This involves frequent use of
open and probing questions. This may be identified in books as VF or use a verbal feedback
stamp.
Spellings need to be addressed in marking.
Misspelt high frequency words should be corrected during reflection time
Previously taught spellings and current spelling patterns also need to be corrected or
addressed
Presentation is paramount and must be seen as such. High expectations from all staff will
ensure that pupils are reminded to work neatly. All children need to:
Start writing on the left close to the margin/edge of page
Rule off the last piece of work after it has been marked and responded to
Cross out mistakes with one neat line, in pencil, and not use a rubber
Rubbers should only be used for best work - pupils need to be taught how to rub out neatly
Handwriting rules apply in all books, on the line, consistent and uniform in size and joined
when appropriate
Numbers should be consistent

Marking that is carried out by anyone other than the class teacher must be initialled. Senior Managers will regularly
review marking and feedback and share the outcome with all members of staff to improve the school’s practice and
policy.
Monitoring of policy:
Ratified Date: July 2018
Author: Lawrence Hyatt
Review Date: July 2021
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Appendix 1 - LO Grids
Year 1
Date:
LO:
I

T

LSA

V

Success Criteria
I can

GW

Me

Teacher

I can
I can

Year 2
Date:
LO:
I

T

LSA

Success Criteria
I can

V

Me

GW

Comment

I can
I can

KS2
Date:
LO:
I

T

LSA

Success Criteria
I can

Self

V

GW

Comment

I can
I can

KS2 Peer Assessment
Date:
LO:
I
T
Peer Assessed - Marked by:

Success Criteria
I can

LSA

Self

V

GW

Comment

I can
I can

Appendix 2
Marking examples
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KS2 Developmental Marking
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Peer assessment
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Self-Assessment
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KS1
Developmental Marking
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Appendix 3: Marking and Feedback Symbols KS1 & KS2
Marking Symbols Key Stage 2
Highlighted Green
Highlighted Pink

Green Highlight work which shows evidence towards completing the Learning objective & Success
Criteria. If evidence is ample highlight the Learning objective and Success criteria themselves
Has attempted but not achieved the learning objective or success criteria. Can also be used to highligh t
significant errors
Used to signify effort, good examples of work. Used in acknowledgement marking



Used in in depth marking to explicitly praise effort or work in relation to the learning objective and
success criteria
Target used in in depth marking to signify a next step, developing on the learning objective or success
criteria at greater depth

SP

Spelling error – to be written next to incorrectly spelt word
Correct words to be written in the margin either by the teacher or the child using a dictionary
New Line needed
New paragraph needed
Word or sentence not clear – incorrect syntax
Word mark missing
Capital letter required
No capital letter required
Handwriting is not clear
Punctuation mark missing
Number formed incorrectly – Circled and corrected
This is a tricky error - and it happens largely because of local dialects and many children being bilingual !

/
//
?
^
CL
cl
HW
P
N
Sx V

In writing, the subject of a sentence should agree with the form of the verb used, e.g. "The
people were happy." Children may sometimes write: "The people was happy." In this case, the subject of
the sentence (the people) is plural, so we have to use 'were' not 'was'.
Depending on the child's age/ability, the teacher may highlight the incorrect verb form to help the child
see where the problem is.

Marking Symbols Key Stage 1
Highlighted Green
Highlighted Pink

Green Highlight work which shows evidence towards completing the Learning objective & Success
Criteria. If evidence is ample highlight the Learning objective and Success criteria themselves
Has attempted but not achieved the learning objective or success criteria. Can also be used to highligh t
significant errors
Used to signify effort, good examples of work. Used in acknowledgement marking



Used in in depth marking to explicitly praise effort or work in relation to the learning objective and
success criteria
Target used in in depth marking to signify a next step, developing on the learning objective or success
criteria at greater depth

SP
/
^
CL
FS
HW
P
N

Spelling error – to be written next to incorrectly spelt word
Correct words to be written in the margin either by the teacher or the child using a dictionary
FINGER SPACE
Word missing
Capital letter required – teacher to highlight where it should be with a circle
Full Stop – teacher to highlight where it should be with a circle
Handwriting is not clear
Punctuation mark missing – teacher to highlight where it should be with a circle
Number formed incorrectly – Circled and corrected
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